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Backstage Passes: An Anthology of Rock and Roll Erotica from the Pages of Blue Blood
edited by Amelia G
Blue Blood is pleased as spiked punch to announce the publication of Backstage Passes: An
Anthology of Rock and Roll Erotica from the pages of Blue Blood, edited by Amelia G. In this sexy
literary anthology, top genre authors explore the deep eroticism of music subcultures. Demons,
vampires, punk employees, spirits, gothic fetish party revelers, and guitarists feel the rhythm where
it counts. Features fiction by Poppy Z. Brite, Nancy A. Collins, Amelia G, Sèphera Girón, Andew
Greenberg, Thomas S. Roche, William Spencer-Hale, John Shirley, Shariann Lewitt, Will Judy,
Althea Morin, Cecilia Tan, and more.
Editrix Amelia G, says, “I’m fortunate to have been able to work with so many great people. The
music does still turn me on. I hope it does it for you too.”
Backstage Passes is currently available as a trade paperback from Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and
your favorite independent booksellers. It is currently available in ebook form from iTunes, BN
Nook, and other fine ebook vendors. Books, as well as writers guidelines for a sequel, are available at
bluebloodbooks.com

________________________________________________________________________________________
About Blue Blood: Since 1992, Blue Blood has helped pioneer genres, redefined the rock and roll beauty
standard, broken down the walls between subcultures, and launched countless artists, creating venue and
platform for what was previously an underrepresented kind of creative work. Blue Blood has brought its
audience the innovative and quality entertainment it deserves, with insightful writing, creative photography,
and beautiful people. Blue Blood is about the power and sensuality of individuality. Blue Blood is delicious
luxury pop culture candy for intelligent adults.
________________________________________________________________________________________
About Amelia G: Amelia G has done music journalism in print, radio, and internet, interviewing and/
or photographing members of more than one hundred bands ranging from old school luminaries Taime
Downe and Anthony Kiedis to superstars of tomorrow Andy LaPlegua and Adam Lambert. MTV and
FOX have interviewed Amelia G about her love of music subcultures. Amelia G has been tapped by many
conventions, including DragonCon and World Fantasy, to speak on paranormal romance (or monster effing
as she likes to call it). She studied social psychology and the evolution of literature at Wesleyan University,
where she received thesis Honors for her pop culture deconstruction of vampire legends as a paradigm for
aggressive human sexuality. Amelia G has authored thousands of articles on pop culture and pop culture’s
intersection with commerce and her fiction is regularly honored in best of anthologies.
Locus has described her science fiction genre work as poignant.
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